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Boot flash drive

Our publishers independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made from our chosen links. Whether you call them USB sticks, USB sticks or any of their countless monikers, the best USB flash drives are still one of the easiest ways to move your data. One of the most crucial considerations when choosing the right drive is
figuring out how much capacity you need. If you are only changing smaller files, such as photos or documents, a 16-32 GB drive should provide all the space you need. At the other end of the spectrum, to move things like larger video files or full game installations, you're going to need a much larger capacity option, something in the 256GB range. Speed is also a consideration, particularly at the upper end of the storage range. Faster
drives will feature USB-C connectivity, which supports up to twice the transfer speed of USB 3 drives (finishing at 10 Gbps), although the speed is also influenced by the type of flash memory and driver used by a drive. Regardless of which model you choose, you'll want one of the best desktop PCs to make sure you have the right ports available to get the most out of a high-end USB flash drive. The SanDisk PRO gives you blister
speeds, offering 420 MB/s on the front reading and 380 MB/s on the write end, which is 3-4 times faster than a standard USB 3.0 drive. The sleek aluminum case is super durable and very eye-catching, so you can take it with you to your business meetings and look professional too. Built-in 128-bit AES file encryption gives you maximum security for your sensitive files. That USB 3.1 connection is also compatible with USB 2.0, so you
won't get any problems with an older computer. SanDisk is so confident in the functionality of this small drive that they have even backed it up with a full lifetime warranty in case any problem happens to you. Finally, there is a file backup system that can be downloaded called RescuePRO that will allow you to recover lost files if necessary. You can get USB 3.0 speed on a kingston compact and durable metal USB drive for ridiculously
cheap speed. The DataTraveler comes in a variety of capabilities and regardless of what you choose, you're getting a big discount per GB compared to almost any other USB flash drive in the competition. It has a capless design with a sturdy keychain, perfect for traveling or as part of your daily transport. The design can even be customized to add your logo or name the company. The USB 3.0 standard means read speeds greater
than 100 Mb/s; it's not the absolute fastest drive available, but it's still very fast, especially if you're moving smaller files. With a five-year warranty, great design and value for money, this small unit is a perfect addition to your keychain. Apple smart products don't come with USB ports, so you'll need a backward-compatible drive that can also be connected to lightning devices. this one SanDisk is designed for ease of use with iPhones
and iPads, thanks to a kerbed plastic connector that fits behind the back of the screen. It has high-speed USB 3.0 transfer speeds and can contain more than 7,200 photos or 8,000 songs. It has automatic photo backup and contact transfer to help free up space on your devices without having to deal with slow upload speeds. With their thin paper profiles, Ultrabooks and tablets are barely thick enough for a USB port. That's why some
of the bulkiesned units on this list are not ideal for those devices. Meanwhile, Samsung Fit units are thin and compact, about the size of the thumb nail. This discrete storage is built with a metal housing that is resistant to elements and NAND flash technology. With USB 3.0 technology you can expect fast reading speeds while the price is easy on stomach. Just make sure you attach it to a cordon, so you don't lose it. Macbooks require
a USB Type-C device, which is where this Silicon Power dual rotating flash drive is very useful. It features a dual interface with USB Type-C and USB Type-A 3.0 ports at opposite ends of a compact device. The 360-degree swivel cap protects any connector that is not in use and easily connects to keychains. The C80 does not require any special drivers or software to work; just plug it into the port and it's ready to go. But it has an
optional file management application, which is a free and simple automatic file categorization that puts your work in the right folders. Expect fast read and write speeds and 64GB of storage to save all your photos and files. High-security flash drives aren't exactly a new concept. For as long as companies have been transferring sensitive information through USB drives, there has been a concern to keep that information confidential.
While you may be told by eye-catching tricks like fingerprint sensors and password keyboards, they end up being too expensive and not too powerful (with a few exceptions, of course). But that's why our security selection goes to Kingston Data Traveler Vault. This USB 3.0 drive offers what the company calls enterprise-level security with 256-bit AES hardware-based encryption. You can also choose an intensified managed version that
offers a more complete set of management tools using SafeConsole as support. Finally, there is an antivirus version that is loaded into ESET antivirus software out of the box to prevent Trojan horses and other hacker tracking programs. All models are compatible with so this unit won't break government regulations, and USB 3.0 means you'll have almost the fastest transfer speeds possible. You can pick it up in sizes ranging from 4
GB to 64 GB. If you're taking your data to the ends of the Earth and need to go one step further to keep it safe, the robust 64-bit Corsair Flash Survivor Stealth is the unit for you. Built with aeronautical grade aluminum housing and equipped with a molded shock damping damping collar, this unit is survive anything that can be thrown at it. It can even be submerged in up to 200 meters of water due to the EPDM (ethylene propylene
diene monomer rubber) waterproof seal. With speeds of around 85 MB/s, this is not the fastest unit, but its robustness is unmatched. Nothing fancy here, but when you need a quarter of a terabyte in a pinch, the turbo PNY has you on its back. With a capacity of up to 256 GB, this flash drive has it where it counts, making storage of all files except the most colossal, just drag and drop. Equipped with a foldable USB-A port, the PNY
Turbo uses the USB 3.0 architecture to provide the best possible transfer speeds currently available via a USB-A connection. While it doesn't offer features like wireless connectivity or data encryption, the PNY Turbo is still ideal for downloading an excess of files that might otherwise be occupying valuable real estate on your machine. It may not be the cheapest flash drive available, but the price per GB still provides excellent value for
money. Final verdict A perfect balance between capacity and performance at a very reasonable price, Sandisk's Extreme Pro takes our first place. It's a drive that takes full advantage of advances in solid-state storage to deliver incredible transfer speeds. For an absolutely bargain alternative that still provides a lot of storage space, Kingston's data traveler comes in a number of different sizes that are all at a very competitive price.
Speed - If you're looking for speed, look for a flash drive that has USB 3.0, 3.1, or 3.2 technology, which is up to ten times faster than the USB 2.0 standard. Security: Often, the data you are transferring is very sensitive, which means that your basic flash drive will not cut it. Spring for a flash drive with a numeric touchpad that allows you to password protect your files. Or better yet, hook one that requires your fingerprint. Capacity - More
than any other feature, the capacity will boost the price of a flash drive to the maximum. So before you make a purchase, consider how much you're willing to spend on a flash drive and weigh that against the amount of capacity you'll probably need, and what types of files you're looking for to shuffle. It's hard to crown a USB flash drive as the best overall drive, but SanDisk's Extreme Go (CZ800) really marks most of the boxes. It's fast
(up to 200MB/s), has a lifetime limited warranty, is backed by the strong brand and offers some neat features like password protection, recovery and encryption. The CZ800 is also quite affordable, costing around $32.99 for 64GB capacity. In short: Extreme Go is one of the best USB drives buy for money. One more thing: RescuePRO Deluxe software is included for file recovery. It was actually quite difficult to choose a better USB
stick as, in essence, they are all very similar if you are not too concerned about performance. If you want to get more for your money and use something with a little more oomph the SanDisk Go (CZ800) is a great solution for your digital storage needs. Available in 64GB and 128GB capacity configurations, and starting at an affordable $32.99, this flash drive does everything you need a flash drive capable of doing. It is fast, with read
and write speeds of up to 200 MB/s and 150 MB/s, respectively. It is also backed by a limited lifetime warranty, so you know it will last for years. The speeds of this drive make moving movie files a matter of seconds, not to mention the added benefit of 128-bit encryption and the included RescuePRO data recovery utility: you can not only protect your data, but also recover it in case something happens to the drive. The Extreme Pro is
burning fast. This small drive offers read and write speeds of up to 420 MB/s and 380 MB/s, respectively. To put this in perspective, a Samsung EVO SSD has read and write speeds of 540MB/s and 520MB/s. However, you will have to pay a premium for these speeds, as prices start from $71 per 128 GB. Much of the same protective measures are in place here as they are with the Extreme Go.Bottom line: If you value speed above all
else when it comes to removable flash storage, this is the drive for you. One more thing: The Extreme Pro has a durable aluminum metal housing. Just as Gorilla Glass protects your smartphone screen from external forces, the GorillaDrive (about $15) tries to protect your data by offering up to 250 psi of pressure and impact protection, as well as 225 Fareinheight and 65 foot heat and water resistance, respectively. It's a hard cookie
and one that doesn't fall apart under stress. The 32GB capacity is also capable of handling even large movies. In short: If you need to carry this unit for travel in a dangerous environment, your data will be protected from the elements with this flash drive. One more thing: the GorillaDrive 3 has a metal fastening loop for secure bead connection. SanDisk makes our flash drive the best buyer's guide for the third time with the Cruzer CZ36,
starting at just $8.99 for 32GB. If affordability and $per GB is of greater importance to you and your purchase decision, you will find it difficult to find a better deal. Just don't expect stellar transfer speeds. There is a 16 GB version in the list, but it costs about the same as the 32 GB variant and therefore doesn't make much sense. In short: Cheap and cheerful removable flash storage. One more thing: It's balancing 128-bit AES
encryption. When you need to transfer files between a PC and a smartphone or other device with only USB Type-C, you could use an adapter, but that means carrying even more accessories. A USB flash drive Silicon Power's C31 ($13.99) allows you to connect the unit to the USB A and USB Type-C ports. The swivel design is a good touch and makes it very easy to move data. In short: This flash drive is ideal for those with USB
Type-C and USB A devices. One more thing: Silicon Power C31 works with phones, tablets and more. yes, yes Just looking for a means to move files from one PC to another, any USB flash drive will do. The main factor to worry about is capacity. If you need speed and other advanced features, only then you will have to pay more. For the price, the SanDisk CZ80 is a great overall choice. It's hard to crown a USB flash drive as the
best overall drive, but SanDisk's Extreme Go (CZ800) really marks most of the boxes. It's fast, has a lifetime limited warranty, is backed by the strong brand and offers some neat features like password protection, recovery and encryption. The CZ800 is also quite affordable, costing around $32.99 for 64GB capacity. In short: Extreme Go is one of the best USB drives you can buy for money. One more thing: RescuePRO Deluxe
software is included for file recovery. Recovery.
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